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syllables and the lines rhyme m pairs English
poets hke Mirvell have used this metre effectively
eg A Garden [OBE'V 3C5 see also OBEV 367
370 ] It is the metre of Masefleld s Everlasting
Mercy and Rejnard the Tox
Elegaic Stanza The Blegaic stanza has four
iambic pentameters rhyming ABAB It is also
c^lled the heroic quatrain quatrain meaning
i, four lined stanza This form is best known
through Gray's Elegj [OBEY 465]
Omar Kha-oyam" Stanza
The Omar Kbayj ini stanz i tbceives its name
from its use by Fitzgerald in his tianslat on of the
I ihaiy^t It lias four iambic rentaineters
rhyming AABA
Ottava Runa Ottava iima also called the
ocUve stanza h~s eight iambic pentameters
rhyming U3 UiABGC It wa» used by Byron in
Don Jinn   and by Ke its m   Isabella
Terza Bima Terza nma hib stanzas of three
i mbic pentameters with a linking rhvme scheme
AfcA BOB CDC etc The concluding stanza is
rounded of with an extra line rhyming with its
central line e g DEDE constituting in effect a
heroic quatrain Used by Dante the verse has
been adapted by English poets Shelley s Ode
to the TVest Wind [OBEY 617] uses modified
tar/a rima the final rhymes being DEDEE
The Sonnet A sonnet has fourteen iambic
pentameters Perfected in Italy by Petrarch who
died in 1374 it was introduced into England in the
sixteenth century There are two chief types of
sonret
 The Bailad There are two chief lands of ballad
metre
(a)	Strict Ballad lorni consists of stanzis o
four iambic hues *he first and third witn four
stresses and the second in i fourth with three with
the rhyme scheme ABCB    The fine old ballads
Sir Patrick Spens [OBEV 381 ] and The Wife
of Usher s Well [OBEV 388] are in this metre
Coleridge m The Ancient Mariner [OBEV
662] shows how many varieties of stanza can be
based on the simple ballad stanza
Fourteenets is the name given to a form
which is simply a re arrangement of the ballad
quatrain as a rhyming couplet of two iambic lines
with seven stresses as in Macaulay's The
Aimada
(b)	Less Strict Ballad Form   or Long Metre
consists of stanzas of four iambic lines each with
four stresses  the rhyme scheme being ABCB or
ABAB    Many ancient ballads such as   Thomas
the Ehymer    [OBEV 379] are of this type
" In Memonam " Metre This the metre of
Tennyson s In Memonam is hie the less stnet
ballad metre in having four iambic lines each with
four stresses but its rhyme scheme is ABBA.
 
The fetrarchan 01 Italian sonnet has an
octave of eignt lines rhjming ABBA.A KB A,
followed by a sestet of six hues where some
\ iriety of rhyme schemes is found The strictest
Petrarchan sonnets have either two tercets of
toree lines each with rhymes CDECDE or else
three parrs of lines rhyming CDCDCD
An example of sestet rhyming CDECDE is
Hilton s On His Blindness [OBEY 327]
Examples of sestets CDCDCD are Woidsworth s
Upon Westminster Bridge     [OBE'V 534] and
Keats       On   First   Looking   into   Chapman s
Homer    [OBEV 641]
Uot all of these examples observe the natural
pause between octave and sestet which is charac
tenstlc of the strict Italian form and many of
our finest sonnets depart from the original rhyme
scheme m both octave and sestet
A lesser known Petrarchan sonnet by Keats
To one who has been long in city pent
Jis very sweet to look into the fair
And open face of heaven—to breathe a
prayer
Pull in the smile of the blue firmament
"Who is more happy when with heart s content
Fatigued he sinks into some pleasant lair
Of wavy grass and reads a debonair
And gentle tale of love and languishment?
Returning home at evening with an ear
Catching the notes of Philomel —an eye
Watching the sailing cloudlst s bright career
He mourns that day so soon has glided by
E en like the passage of an angel s tear
That falls through the clear ether silently
The Elizabethan or Shakespearean sonnet
consists of three quatrains with the rhymes
ABAB/CDCD/EPEF/ concluded by a couplet
rhyming GK3 The couplet often clinches the
thought.
Examples are Shakespeare s Bonnets [OBEV
155-174] and Keats last sonnet [OBEV 644]
Other Iambic Metres
Many of our iambic verse forms use a shorter or
longer line than the pentameter
The   Octosyllabic   Couplet    The   octosyllabic
couplet consists of lines of four stresses and eight
 Short Metre Short metre rarelj used consists
of iambic quatrains each line having three stresses
and the rhyme scheme being ABCB
English Hymn Metres Most English hymns are
written in short iambic lines and English hymn
ology names them according to the number of
syllables The most common are
Oommon Metre  or 8686  with rhymes ATtATt
eg     0 for a thousand tongues to sing    [  Songs
of Praise   595]
Long Metre or 8888 with rhymes ABAB e g
When I survey the wondrous cross   [  Songs of
Praise   133]
Short Metre or 6686 with rhymes ABCB e a
Blest are the pure in heart    [  Songs of Praise
455]
Double Iambic Metre When we are accus
tomed to hearing verse "we come to realise that
stresses are non always of equal weight It is
possible to distinguish in these fourteeners of
Masefleld a major stress marked and a minor
stress marked
Oh seme are f tod of Spanish-wine ands&meare
f 6nd of French
And stone 11 swallow tar and stuff fit Only for a
wgnch
Masefleld s    Captain Stratlon s Fancy
[OBEV 939]
The lines have in fact four major stresses and
between the major stresses intervene three
syllables of which the middle has a minor stress
It is this alternation in the weight of the stress
which gives its characteristic swing to such a poem
as Chesterton s The KoIUne English Eoad
[OBEV 930]
Trochaic Metres
Pure Trochaic Metre
English poets seldom use a pure trochaic metre
partly because of the difficulty of rhyming and
partly because the continual feminine ending that
it involves is not pleasing to the English ear A
few very short lyncs hi this metre can be found
as Browne s Song Por her gait if she be walk
ing [OBEV 251] but the only poem of any
length iff Longfellow's Hiawatha and the metre

